
 

 

Rebounderz Party Timeline: 

Rebounderz Parties run for 2.5 hours, here is the breakdown of time.  We will use the 1:00 party time as 

an example.  

- First 15 minutes: (1:00-1:15) Waivers, Wristbands, Jump Socks & Safety Video – Your party host 

will check in each guest, validating a waiver on file, getting a wristband and socks on and 

instructing the party guests of correct ways to jump on the trampolines.  Parents of the party 

child always jump for free, so let you host know if you’d like to jump. During this time your host 

will have the birthday shirt out for the guests to sign if you wish, and will review your food order 

to ensure accuracy.  

- Activity Time runs for at least 90 mins: (1:15-2:45) If check in goes quick we will get your guests 

out on the jumpers as quick as we can.  During this time, your party host will prepare any drink 

stands, party platters and interact with the kids out on trampolines, and there will always be an 

events team member to check in any late arriving guests on the second floor.  Parents often join 

the kids, or relax in the massage chairs in the playground and parent’s lounge. Stop by our 

events office if you need assistance or cannot locate your dedicated host. 

- Food and Beverages: (2:45-3:25) The final 40-45 minutes are back in the party room.  Your party 

host will instruct the kids to wash/sanitize hands, remove the jump wristbands and serve the 

pizza.  We will serve the kids first, then any adults. Next we will help put candles on the cake or 

cupcakes, if you choose to bring dessert, and help light the candles and sing Happy Birthday!  

 

- 3:20-3:30 The party host will have all the kids line up, put their shoes back on and head to the 

arcade with their game cards. The standard party package comes with $3 cards for each guest 

and $5 card for the guest of honor. These typically last 2-4 games depending on the value of 

gameplay.  The host will gather all your presents, leftover food on the party cart and prepare 

you for check out. The event coordinator on duty will check you out at the conclusion of your 

party in the events office. At any point during your party, feel free to stop by the events office 

with any questions and our team will gladly assist in any issue that may arise. We are here to 

help! 

 

Rebounderz Table Party differences: 

- NO PARTY HOST & NO Private Room 

- One hour of all access activity time 

- Check in and waiver validations take place at the Redemption counter by arcade on weekends 

or Front Desk during less busy times. 

- Table Package Parties Do include (jump socks, paper products, water bottles, game cards, and 

Birthday t shirt). 

- Payment for Table parties is completed at check in. 


